DANNY MACASKILL
NIGHT RIDING WITH OUR LED LIGHTS.
YEAR 13 ELECTRICAL

From class-leading LED cycling lights, to one of the most comprehensive GPS platforms available, our innovative product line continues to be at the forefront of cycling electronics.

Each light, GPS computer and digital interface is designed and programmed in-house, giving the user a product with the most advanced technologies.
GPS DEVICES

Our newly upgraded and expanded line of GPS cycling computers continues to stay on the cutting-edge of technology. This includes our new Smart Connect wireless system that allows the user to connect and control compatible Lezyne LED lights right from a compatible Lezyne GPS device. Furthermore, we’ve greatly improved two of our existing models—the Super Pro GPS and the Macro Plus GPS—and have also introduced the Macro Easy GPS. The Macro Easy GPS was developed to be the easiest GPS device available that still provides full GPS recording capabilities. And our existing line of Mega GPS computers also see their share of enhancements, thanks to our partnership with WorldTour team AG2R La Mondiale Pro Cycling and mtb legend Cedric Gracia (pictured).

As part of our comprehensive GPS platform, which includes our GPS Root online database and our GPS Ally phone app, we give the user everything they need to improve their ride: Navigation, route building, Strava Live Segments, Lezyne Track (live tracking), training integrations, phone notifications and so much more. And, as always, we still design, develop and program our entire platform in-house.
MEGA XL GPS FEATURES:

- NEW: Add data fields to map and navigation screens
- NEW: Additional navigation queues
- Durable, composite construction
- Super accurate, advanced data recording system
- Durable, composite construction
- NEW: Additional navigation queues
- Simultaneous ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart
- NEW: Power metrics: TSS®, Work, Navigation queues
- NEW: Add data fields to map and
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- NEW: Add data fields to map and navigation screens
- NEW: Additional navigation queues
- Durable, composite construction
- Super accurate, advanced data recording system
- Simultaneous ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart
- NEW: Power metrics: TSS®, Work, Navigation queues
- NEW: Add data fields to map and
- CONNECTIVITY:

- NEW: FE-C Trainer compatibility
- NEW: Smart Connect compatible
- Receiver tool, small, phone call and message app
- Notifications when paired to smartphone
- Multi-real-time features when paired to
- the Lezyne Ally app
- Barometer and accelerometer
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Trainer Mode
- Multiple bike profiles
- Full navigation
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Intuitive four button operation
- Up to 48 hours of runtime
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Sturdy, up to 800 hours of ride data
- Customizable fields and page count (up to 10 fields)
- Detailed map screen
- Custom alerts and auto presets
- Extremely weather resistant
- Includes Klick Standard Mount

MEGA XL COVERS:

- Soft, durable silicone covers for MEGA
- XL GPS computers. Four colors options
- to protect and personalize your device.

MEGA C GPS FEATURES:

- NEW: Add data fields to map and navigation screens
- NEW: Additional navigation queues
- Durable, composite construction
- Super accurate, advanced data recording system
- Simultaneous ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart
- NEW: Power metrics: TSS®, Work, Navigation queues
- NEW: Add data fields to map and
- CONNECTIVITY:

- NEW: FE-C Trainer compatibility
- NEW: Smart Connect compatible
- Receiver tool, small, phone call and message app
- Notifications when paired to smartphone
- Multi-real-time features when paired to
- the Lezyne Ally app
- Barometer and accelerometer
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Trainer Mode
- Multiple bike profiles
- Full navigation
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Intuitive four button operation
- Up to 32 hours of runtime
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Sturdy, up to 800 hours of ride data
- Customizable fields and page count (up to 10 fields)
- Detailed map screen
- Custom alerts and auto presets
- Extremely weather resistant
- Includes Klick Standard Mount

MEGA C COVERS:

- Soft, durable silicone covers for MEGA
- C GPS computers. Four colors options
- to protect and personalize your device.

MEGA XL GPS

48-HOUR RUNTIME

With victories at the Giro d’Italia and Dirty Kanza, the Mega XL has been proven at the highest and most rugged levels of racing. But with its best-in-class battery runtime, ease of use and large hi-res screen, any recreational road or off-road rider can escape for the weekend and enjoy this feature-packed GPS cycling computer.

MEGA C GPS

32-HOUR RUNTIME

Highlighted by a large, 56mm (2.2”) vibrant color screen, the Mega C contains all the features any serious cyclist or data-hungry recreational rider would require. From mountain to pavement, its color graphics help the user quickly and easily identify specific data fields, target training zones and navigate the best routes.
SUPER PRO GPS

The completely redesigned Super Pro GPS cycling computer is an excellent choice for all riders looking for a full-featured, mid-sized device. New styling gives the device an enhanced look and feel, and it can be rotated horizontally for those that prefer a landscape view. Its screen has improved resolution and contrast and it now features a map page for an upgraded navigation experience.

SUPER PRO GPS FEATURES:
- Super accurate, advanced data recording system
- Durable, composite construction
- Simultaneous ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart combines GPS plus Glonass satellites
- Customizable fields and page count (up to 8 fields)
- Stores up to 400 hours of ride data
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Up to 28 hours of runtime
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Add data fields to map and navigation screens
- Advanced navigation queues
- Navigation
- Multiple bike profiles
- Trainer Mode
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Barometer and accelerometer
- Multiple real-time features when paired to smartphone
- Includes X-Lock Standard Mount
- Enhanced water resistant USB port
- Custom alerts and auto presets
- Detailed map screen
- Customizable fields and page count (up to eight fields)
- Connectivity:
  - Receive text, email, phone call and message app notifications when paired to smartphone
  - Sync rides via Bluetooth Smart to the Lezyne Ally phone app
  - Instant download of ride files (.fit) via plug-and-play flash drive technology (Windows/Mac) and upload directly to GPS Root website for ride analysis
  - Auto-sync to Strava, TrainingPeaks and Today’s Plan
  - Pairs with Bluetooth Smart or ANT+ enabled heart rate monitors, cadence/speed sensors and power meters
  - Connects with compatible electronic drivetrains
  - FE-C Trainer compatibility
  - Custom route building
  - Turn-by-turn navigation
  - Off-line maps and rerouting
  - Import custom. TCK or .TDF routes
  - Follow Strava Live Segments
  - Follow structural workouts from Today’s Plan and TrainingPeaks

DIMENSIONS:
- Computer: 70.6mm (W) x 49.16mm (L) x 28.6mm (H)
- Screen: 32.89mm (W) x 39.89mm (L)
- Weight: 60g

28-HOUR RUNTIME
Super Pro GPS 60g

MACRO PLUS GPS

The new Macro Plus GPS is the perfect device for casual to serious cyclists that just need the main essentials of a cycling GPS computer. New features include optional horizontal orientation, an improved water resistant plug and enhanced styling. Its hardware and firmware have also been improved with a higher resolution screen and the ability to connect with our “Smart Connect” wireless LED system.

MACRO PLUS GPS FEATURES:
- Durable, composite construction
- Advanced GPS data recording system
- Bluetooth Smart connectivity
- Multiple real-time features when paired to the Lezyne Ally app
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Trainer Mode
- Multiple bike profiles
- Navigation
- Advanced navigation queues
- Add data fields to navigation screens
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Intuitive four button operation
- Up to 28 hours of runtime
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Stores up to 200 hours of ride data
- Customizable fields and page count (up to eight fields)
- Connectivity:
  - Receive text, email, phone call and message app notifications when paired to smartphone
  - Sync rides via Bluetooth Smart to the Lezyne Ally phone app
  - Instant download of ride files (.fit) via plug-and-play flash drive technology (Windows/Mac) and upload directly to GPS Root website for ride analysis
  - Auto-sync to Strava, TrainingPeaks and Today’s Plan
  - Pairs with Bluetooth Smart enabled heart rate monitors, cadence/speed sensors and power meters
  - Smart Connect compatible
  - Custom route building
  - Turn-by-turn navigation
  - Off-line navigation
  - Import custom. TCK or .TDF routes
  - Follow Strava Live Segments
  - Follow structural workouts from Today’s Plan and TrainingPeaks

DIMENSIONS:
- Computer: 70.6mm (W) x 49.16mm (L) x 28.6mm (H)
- Screen: 32.89mm (W) x 39.89mm (L)
- Weight: 60g
MACRO EASY GPS FEATURES:

• Durable, composite construction
• Optimized GPS satellite recording
• Bluetooth Smart connectivity
• Simple setup first time setup
• Breadcrumb trail
• Intuitive four button operation
• Up to 28 hours of runtime
• Micro USB rechargeable
• Stores up to 100 hours of ride data
• Customizable fields and page count
• Extremely weather resistant
• Includes X-Lock Standard Mount

CONNECTIVITY:

• Instant download of ride files (.fit) via plug-and-play flash drive technology (Windows/Mac) and upload directly to GPS Root website for ride analysis via included micro-USB cable.
• Share to Strava, TrainingPeaks and Today’s Plan
• Pairs with Bluetooth Smart enabled heart rate monitors and cadence/speed sensors

DIMENSIONS:

• Computer: 42.9mm (W) x 67.8mm (L) x 27.5mm (H)
• Screen: 31.7mm (W) x 40.1mm (L)
• Weight: 63 grams

MACRO EASY GPS 63g
28-HOUR RUNTIME

Developed for easy use and setup, the Macro Easy GPS is perfect for any rider that just wants to record a ride and have the option to view his or her stats afterwards. No complicated setup, no messing with phone apps and no excessive data fields that are only used by serious athletes. This is simply for the cyclist that wants to ride and see basic ride data. Its one-time, on-device setup procedure will have you on the road and enjoying your ride in no time.

Scan QR code to view tutorial.

BECKY GARDNER
**MICRO C GPS**

**29g**

**14-HOUR RUNTIME**

With its vibrant color screen and compact size, the Micro C GPS offers an impressive amount of features that will especially satisfy mountain bikers and enduro racers as well as dedicated commuters. Its smaller size fits neatly on handlebars with additional suspension and dropper post levers.

**MICRO C GPS FEATURES:**
- Optimized, easy to read color display with backlight
- Durable, composite construction
- Super accurate, advanced data recording system combines GPS plus Glonass satellites
- Simultaneous ANT+™ and Bluetooth Smart connectivity
- Multiple real-time features when paired to the Lezyne Ally app
- Barometer and accelerometer
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Trainer Mode
- Multiple bike profiles
- Full navigation
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Intuitive four button operation
- Up to 14 hours of runtime
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Stores up to 200 hours of ride data
- Customizable fields and page count
- Custom alerts and auto presets
- Extremely weather resistant
- Includes X-Lock Standard Mount

**CONNECTIVITY:**
- NEW: FE-C Trainer compatibility
- Receive text, email, phone call and message app notifications when paired to smartphone
- Sync rides via Bluetooth Smart to the Lezyne Ally phone app
- Instant download of ride files (.fit) via plug-and-play flash drive technology (Windows/Mac) and upload directly to GPS Root website for ride analysis
- Auto-sync to Strava, TrainingPeaks and Today’s Plan
- Pairs with Bluetooth Smart or ANT+ enabled heart rate monitors, cadence/speed sensors and power meters
- Connects with compatible electronic drivetrains
- Custom route building
- Turn-by-turn navigation
- On and offline rerouting
- Import custom .TCX or .GPX routes
- Follow Strava Live Segments
- Follow structured workouts from Today’s Plan and TrainingPeaks

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Computer: 33.7mm (W) x 47.9mm (L) x 22.5mm (H)
- Color Screen: 24.25mm (W) x 25.25mm (L)
- Weight: 29 grams

---

**MINI GPS**

**29g**

**10-HOUR RUNTIME**

Super compact and lightweight, the Mini GPS is loaded with features comparable to units many times its size and price. It’s ideal for the mountain biker or commuter who wants a minimally sized GPS with maximum performance.

**MINI GPS FEATURES:**
- Durable, composite construction
- Optimized GPS satellite recording
- Bluetooth Smart connectivity
- Multiple real-time features when paired to the Lezyne Ally app
- Barometer and accelerometer
- Simple setup through Lezyne Ally phone app
- Import .tcx and .gpx files
- Trainer Mode
- Multiple bike profiles
- Full navigation
- Lezyne Track (live tracking)
- Intuitive four button operation
- Up to 10 hours of runtime
- Micro USB rechargeable
- Stores up to 100 hours of ride data
- Customizable fields and page count
- Custom alerts and auto presets
- Extremely weather resistant
- Includes X-Lock Standard Mount

**CONNECTIVITY:**
- Receive text, email, phone call and message app notifications when paired to smartphone
- Sync rides via Bluetooth Smart to the Lezyne Ally phone app
- Instant download of ride files (.fit) via plug-and-play flash drive technology (Windows/Mac) and upload directly to GPS Root website for ride analysis
- Auto-sync to Strava, TrainingPeaks and Today’s Plan
- Pairs with Bluetooth Smart enabled heart rate monitors, cadence/speed sensors and power meters
- Custom route building
- Turn-by-turn navigation
- On and offline rerouting
- Import custom .TCX or .GPX routes
- Follow Strava Live Segments
- Follow structured workouts from Today’s Plan and TrainingPeaks

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Computer: 33.7mm (W) x 47.9mm (L) x 23mm (H)
- Screen: 22mm (W) x 26mm (L)
- Weight: 29 grams

---

**Micro C GPS Loaded Option:**
Heart Rate Monitor, Speed and Cadence, Forward Mount, USB Charger Cable Included. 1-GPS-MICROC-V104-HS, $219.99

**Mini GPS Loaded Option:**
BLE, Heart Rate Monitor, USB Charger Cable Included. 1-GPS-MNI-V204-HR, $139.99
### MEGA XL GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 51.7mm x 98.2mm x 25.6mm
- **Display (W x L):** 50.5mm x 77.2mm
- **Weight:** 75g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 1400mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 48hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS/Glonass
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 800hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### MEGA GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 51.7mm x 98.2mm x 25.6mm
- **Display (W x L):** 50.5mm x 77.2mm
- **Weight:** 75g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 1400mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 32hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS/Glonass
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 800hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### SUPER PRO GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 48.16mm x 70.6mm x 26mm
- **Display (W x L):** 48.16mm x 70.6mm
- **Weight:** 60g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 900mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 28hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 200hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### MACRO PLUS GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 48.16mm x 70.6mm x 26mm
- **Display (W x L):** 48.16mm x 70.6mm
- **Weight:** 60g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 900mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 28hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 100hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### MACRO EASY GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 42.9mm x 67.8mm x 27.5mm
- **Display (W x L):** 42.9mm x 67.8mm
- **Weight:** 63g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 900mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 200hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 100hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### MACRO GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 33.7mm x 47.9mm x 22.5mm
- **Display (W x L):** 33.7mm x 47.9mm
- **Weight:** 29g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 290mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 14hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 100hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -

### MINI GPS
- **Dimensions (W x L x D):** 33.7mm x 47.9mm x 23mm
- **Display (W x L):** 33.7mm x 47.9mm
- **Weight:** 29g
- **Battery:** Rechargeable 290mAh Lithium Polymer
- **USB Rechargeable:** Yes
- **Battery Runtime:** Up to 10hrs
- **GPS Chipset:** GPS
- **Barometer:** Yes
- **Accelerometer:** Yes
- **Ride Data Storage:** Up to 100hrs
- **Bluetooth 4.1 BLE:** Yes
- **ANT+:** Yes
- **iOS (iPhone®) / Android™ Connectivity:** Yes
- **Phone Notifications:** Yes
- **FE-C Trainers:** Yes
- **Lezyne Smart Connect:** Yes
- **Custom Workouts Screen:** Yes
- **Navigation:** Yes
- **Map Screen:** Yes
- **Multiple Bike Profiles:** Yes
- **Alerts - Distance, Time, Calories:** Yes
- **Heart Rate:** Yes
- **Cadence/Speed:** Yes
- **Power Meter:** Yes
- **Electronic Gear Change:** Yes
- **Variations:** -
**GPS SENSORS**

- **GPS MOUNTS**
- **GPS O-RING MOUNT KIT**
  - 6g (mount only)
  - Utilizes Lezyne’s unique press-and-twist X-Lock system.
  - Composite matrix construction with aluminum arms.
  - Bolts directly to stem faceplate.
  - Includes mounting hardware.
  - 1-GPS-ORMCMK-V104

- **GPS FORWARD ALLOY CNC MOUNT**
  - 36.5g
  - Lightweight, rugged CNC machined aluminum.
  - Compatible with Lezyne X-Lock mount GPS cycling computers.
  - Reliable single-plate 31.8mm clamp.
  - Secondary adjustable swivel.
  - Refined aluminum design with classic Lezyne styling.
  - 1-GPS-FALCM-V104

- **DIRECT X-LOCK SYSTEM**
  - Versatile GPS and accessories forward mount.
  - Multiple mounting options to maximize accessories placement and streamline cockpit.
  - Composite matrix construction with aluminum arms.
  - Bolts directly to stem faceplate.
  - Lezyne X-Lock and GoPro mount compatible.
  - Includes mounting hardware.

- **FORWARD MOUNT**
  - 22g
  - Low profile and streamlined.
  - Utilizes Lezyne’s unique press and twist X-Lock system.
  - Durable Composite Matrix construction.
  - Sold separately or in Loaded Kits.
  - 1-GPS-FORM-V104

- **HEART RATE FLOW SENSOR**
  - 47g
  - Durable, lightweight polycarbonate with translucent body.
  - Conforms to Bluetooth Smart standards for maximum compatibility.
  - Flexible athletic strap.
  - Replaceable CR2032 coin cell battery.
  - 1-PS-HRFS-V104

- **CADENCE SPEED FLOW SENSOR**
  - 26g (w/ battery), Magnet 6g
  - Lightweight 2-in-1 speed and cadence sensor.
  - Conforms to Bluetooth Smart standards for maximum compatibility.
  - Powerful rare earth magnets allows wider engagement spacing.
  - Adjustable swing arm and versatile mounting system.
  - Replaceable CR2032 coin cell battery.
  - 1-PS-CSFS-V104

- **PRO SPEED SENSOR**
  - 20g (w/ battery)
  - Accurate, compact magnet-less speed sensor.
  - Installs quickly and connects via Bluetooth.
  - Mounts on most hubs / Replaceable CR2032 battery.
  - 1-PS-PROS-V104

- **PRO CADENCE SENSOR**
  - 20g (w/ battery)
  - Accurate, compact magnet-less cadence sensor.
  - Installs quickly and connects via Bluetooth.
  - Mounts to crank arm / Replaceable CR2032 battery.
  - 1-PS-PROCS-V104

- **PRO SENSOR PAIR**
  - Pro Sensor Pair: 1-PS-PROCS-V104
  - Pro Sensor Pair: 1-PS-PROC-V104

- **GPS O-RING REPLACEMENT SET**
  - 1-GPS-ORING-V104

- **GPS O-RING MOUNT KIT**
  - 6g (mount only)
  - Utilizes Lezyne’s unique press and twist X-Lock system.
  - Constructed from composite matrix.
  - Includes two pairs of different sized mounting O-rings.
  - Fits a wide range of bars and stems.
  - Includes all Lezyne GPS units.
  - Mount in any direction.
  - GPS O-ring Mount Kit: 1-GPS-ORMK-V104
  - O-ring Replacement Set: 1-GPS-ORNS-V104
The Free Lezyne GPS Ally App.
The Free Lezyne GPS Root Cycling Database.

GPS ALLEY APP

Our GPS Ally phone app is more than just an app, it’s the nucleus of our interactive GPS platform. Acting as a link between rider and GPS, a whole collection of features are readily available when paired through a Bluetooth Smart connection. Quickly and easily program and customize your GPS device directly from your phone with the Ally App. Rides can be wirelessly uploaded to our Lezyne GPS Root and auto-synced to Strava, Today’s Plan and TrainingPeaks. By enabling notifications you can get phone notifications including texts, email and phone calls as well as from multiple popular messaging apps. Load Strava Live Segments to chase PRs or Q/KOMs in real time. Utilize mapped route-building capabilities or load a saved route to get instant turn-by-turn directions. Upload and save a map to experience off-line mapping, navigation and re-route if you lose a phone signal. Enable the Lezyne Track tracking feature so friends and family can follow your ride in real time.

GPS ROOT WEBSITE

GPS Root is a free, user-friendly website developed to organize and analyze ride and training information. Activity data can be uploaded directly from any Lezyne GPS computer and then shared (optional) on Facebook®, Twitter®, Strava or sent via email. Ride and activity detail is intuitively cataloged and data can be examined in low, high or ultra resolution for comprehensive evaluation. Data is also synced via cloud technology with the Lezyne Ally app. Furthermore, custom routes can be created virtually anywhere in the world within the Root website for the ultimate turn-by-turn navigation platform.

ALISON TETRICK
LED LIGHTS

Each year our collection of class-leading LED lights continue to increase in lumen output, runtime and quality. This year is no different. And we took it one step further:

Introducing Smart Connect.

Introducing Lezyne Smart Connect wireless systems. Smart Connect is an innovative technology developed in-house to customize, simplify and control compatible Lezyne LED lights. Using the free Lezyne LED Ally phone app, Smart Connect lights can be customized and reprogrammed to only run preferred output modes. Additionally, front and rear Smart Connect lights can be synced together so that when toggling through modes on the front light the rear light will also change modes. And, when connected to Smart Connect compatible Lezyne GPS computers, Smart Connect lights can be controlled through a special screen on the GPS device. Smart Connect was created to help simply and streamline our rapidly evolving line of advanced electronic accessories.

SMART CONNECT TECHNOLOGY

Use the Lezyne LED Ally app to custom program a compatible front and/or rear Lezyne LED Smart Connect light. Front light controls rear when paired.

When paired with a compatible Lezyne GPS computer, a Smart Connect page allows for wireless control of the connected LED’s modes.

New lens technology provides up to 270° of visibility.
LED LIGHTS - SMART CONNECT

**CONNECT SMART PAIR**
- The most advanced front/rear combo of cycling lights available.
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Front: Max 1000 lumens / 87 hour runtime in Femto mode.
  - Machined aluminum body / versatile mounting strip.
- Rear*: Max 75 lumens / 19.5 hour runtime in Raith mode.
  - Co-molded construction / Wide Angle Optics - 270° of visibility.

*Available individually (See p.34): KTV Pro Smart Rear: 1-LED-7R-V104

**MEGA DRIVE 1800**
- LED Driver Kit includes: KTV Pro Smart Rear, Infinite Light power pack, Direct X-Lock System, Custom grip /11.5 CNC braided / rugged storage case.
- Max 1,800 lumens / 148 hour runtime in Femto mode.
- CNC machined-aluminum construction with cooling fins.
- Tri-Focus Optics: brighter center spot in large wide-angle pattern.
- Auto Day/Night sensor adjusts output in special modes.
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Remote Switch & Infinite Light compatible.

**SUPER DRIVE 1600XXL**
- LED Driver Kit includes: KTV Pro Smart Rear, Remote Switch, 31.8 Composite Hard Mount
- Max 1,600 lumens / 148 hour runtime in Femto mode.
- CNC machined-aluminum construction with cooling fins.
- Tri-Focus Optics: brighter center spot in large wide-angle pattern.
- Auto Day/Night sensor adjusts output in special modes.
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Remote Switch compatible.

**KTV PRO SMART PAIR**
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Front: Max 200 lumens / 20 hour runtime in Raith mode.
  - Co-molded construction / Super lightweight.
- Rear*: Max 75 lumens / 19.5 hour runtime in Raith mode.
  - Co-molded construction / Wide Angle Optics - 270° of visibility.

*Available individually (See p.34): KTV Pro Smart Rear: 1-LED-7R-V104

**LED LIGHTS - SMART CONNECT**

**LOADED KIT**
- Includes: KTV Pro Smart Rear, Infinite Light power pack, Direct X-Lock System, Custom grip /11.5 CNC braided / rugged storage case.
- Max 1,800 lumens / 148 hour runtime in Femto mode.
- CNC machined-aluminum construction with cooling fins.
- Tri-Focus Optics: brighter center spot in large wide-angle pattern.
- Auto Day/Night sensor adjusts output in special modes.
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Remote Switch & Infinite Light compatible.

**KTV PRO SMART PAIR**
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23).
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Front: Max 200 lumens / 20 hour runtime in Raith mode.
  - Co-molded construction / Super lightweight.
- Rear: Max 75 lumens / 19.5 hour runtime in Raith mode.
  - Co-molded construction / Wide Angle Optics - 270° of visibility.

*Available individually (See p.34): KTV Pro Smart Rear: 1-LED-7R-V104

**LED LIGHTS - SMART CONNECT**
• Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.

Y13 Micro Drive Pro 800XL

LUMENS

1000
2:30
3:00

BLAST ENDURO ECONOMY FEMTO DAY FLASH 1 FLASH 2 PULSE

h : min

... Continued ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y13 Hecto Drive 500XL</td>
<td>LUMENS 2:30 1:00 4:00 500 BLAST BLAST LUMENS 6:00 8:00 23:00 10:00 LUMENS</td>
<td>ENDURO 6:00 LUMENS 38:00 38:00 28:30 LUMENS PULSE 50 15 150 FLASH 1 30 15 150 LUMENS 38:00 LUMENS 1:45 PULSE 15 1000 OVERDRIVE 15:00 LUMENS 2:00 75 LUMENS 4:00 15 ECONOMY 60:00 LUMENS 4:30 6:00 6:30 15 15 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STRIP DRIVE PRO 53g
- Max 300 lumens / 53.5 hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Lightweight and durable, waterproof co-molded design.
- Aero and round seatpost compatible.
- Micro-USB rechargeable.

ZECTO DRIVE MAX 49g
- Max 250 lumens / 24 hour runtime in Economy mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Eight combined beam and flash output modes.
- Patented 2-in-1 clip and strap mounting system.

LASER DRIVE 45g
- Max 250 lumens / 17.5 hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Laser mode beams two safety strips on the ground.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Multiple output and flash modes.
- Aero and round seatpost compatible.
LED LIGHTS - REAR LIGHTS

**Y13 Laser Drive**
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.

**Y13 Strip Drive Pro Rear**

**Y13 KTV SMART Pro Rear**

**FLASH 1/2/3**
- 2:15
- 2:30
- 6:00

**LUMENS**
- h : min
- 40
- 25
- 30
- 20

**DAY FLASH**
- 3:00
- 6:00
- 9:00

**BLAST**
- 26:15
- 20:15
- 18:00

**ECONOMY**
- 15
- 9:30
- 24:00
- 22:00

**SOLID**
- 6

**LASER ONLY**
- 10
- 5

**Micro Drive (Rear)** 53g
- Max 180 lumens / 26.25+ hour runtime in Economy mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Durable CNC-machined aluminum body.
- Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.
- Snap-fit composite mount with silicone strap.

**Strip Drive (Rear)** 53g
- Max 150 lumens / 57 hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Lightweight and durable, waterproof co-molded design.
- Aera and round seatpost compatible.
- Micro-USB rechargeable.

**KTV Drive Pro** 46g
- Max 75 lumens / 19.5+ hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Smart Connect technology (see p.23)
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Unique aera and round seatpost compatible design.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.

**KTV Drive (Rear)** 54g
- Max 10 lumens / 21+ hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Unique aera and round seatpost compatible design.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Available in pairs (see p.37)

**KTV Drive Pro** 46g
- Max 75 lumens / 19.5+ hour runtime in Flash mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Unique aera and round seatpost compatible design.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.

**Micro Drive (Rear)** 53g
- Max 180 lumens / 26.25+ hour runtime in Economy mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Accelerometer automatically turns light on and off.
- Intelligent Power Indicator displays battery life.
- Patented 2-in-1 clip and strap mounting system.

**Zecto Drive Auto** 47g
- Max 80 lumens / 11 hour runtime in Economy mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Accelerometer automatically turns light on and off.
- Intelligent Power Indicator displays battery life.
- Patented 2-in-1 clip and strap mounting system.

**Zecto Drive (Rear)** 47g
- Max 80 lumens / 11 hour runtime in Economy mode.
- Highly disruptive Daytime Flash mode.
- Accelerometer automatically turns light on and off.
- Intelligent Power Indicator displays battery life.
- Patented 2-in-1 clip and strap mounting system.

Silver: 1-LED-DR-0388, Black: 1-LED-DR-0324

1-LED-DR-Y30H
LED LIGHTS - REAR LIGHTS

- Versatile mounting strap.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.

Y13 Micro Drive Rear
Y13 FEMTO Drive Rear
Y13 Zecto Max
Y13 Zecto Drive Rear
Y13 Zecto Auto
Y13 KTV Drive Rear
Y13 KTV SMART Pro Rear

LUMENS

5:00
3:00

BLAST

50
45

LUMENS

3:00

LUMENS

302
25

LUMENS

20
7

LUMENS

15
5

LUMENS

10
3

LUMENS

5

LUMENS

26:15
18:00

ECONOMY

53:00
23:00

ECONOMY

22:00
10:00

SOLID

LASER ONLY

LASER ONLY

Lasers and LEDs are used in various products and services. Gopro, Kona and their respective logos are trademarked or registered trade names of Gopro, Inc. ©2021 Kona/Bicycle Company

FEMTO USB DRIVE (REAR)

- 23g
- Compact, super lightweight.
- 3 lenses of output
- Durable co-molded construction.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Versatile mounting strap.
- Micro USB rechargeable.

FEMTO DRIVE (REAR)

- 3 lp
- CNC aluminum body.
- Single LED produces up to 7 lumens.
- 180 degrees of visibility.
- Patented 2-in-1 clip and strap mounting system.
- Powered by two CR2032 batteries.
- Available in 4-anodized colors.

INFINITE LIGHT POWER PACK $78.99 / 192g
- External power pack doubles runtime of compatible LEDs.
- Can be used as an external USB charger for GPS units or mobile phones.
- Secures mounts to bars or frames.
- Powerful 4000mAh capacity / Includes 14/”256hdmi-cable.
- Compatible LEDs: Mega Drive 1800i (Previous models: Deca Drive 1500i, Power Drive 1100).

DIRECT X-LOCK SYSTEM $39.99
- Versatile GPS and accessories forward mount.
- Multiple mounting options to maximize accessories placement and streamline cockpit.
- Composite matrix construction with aluminum arms.
- Bolts directly to stem faceplate.
- Lezyne X-Lock and GoPro mount compatible.
- Includes mounting hardware.

1-LED DRIVE PKG

1-LED-PWRPK-V104

COMPOSITE MATRIX HELMET MOUNT

1-LED MOUNT VMK
- Designed for larger Lezyne LED lights.
- Mold injected Composite Matrix base plate.
- Spherical post for easy alignment.
- Velcro strap fits nearly all helmet styles.

1-LED FR 6138
1-LED FR 6136
1-LED FR 6135
1-LED FR 6134

UNIVERSAL HELMET MOUNT

1-LED MOUNT VMK
- Universal helmet mount adapts to most strap-style lights.
- Composite matrix construction.
- Velcro strap fits nearly all helmet styles.

1-LED MOUNT VMK
- Helmet mount designed to accept our Micro and Macro LED lights.
- Composite matrix construction.
- Velcro strap fits nearly all helmet styles.

BATTERY & MOUNTS
BAR MOUNTS & ACCESSORIES

1. LED REMOTE SWITCH
   • External battery for compatible LED lights.
   • Toggle modes while keeping hands on the bars.
   1-LED-RB-V104

2. LED BAR MOUNT ADAPTER
   1-LED-HBMA-V104

3. CR2032 BATTERIES
   2-PACK  1-LED-2032-V104
   8-PACK  1-LED-2032-V1

4. MICRO USB CABLE
   1-LED-USB-V204

5. LED PAIRS
   1. FEMTO DRIVE PAIR BLACK/RED
      1-LED-1P-V100
   2. FEMTO DRIVE PAIR BLACK
      1-LED-1P-V104
   3. FEMTO DRIVE PAIR SILVER
      1-LED-1P-V106
   4. FEMTO USB DRIVE PAIR BLACK
      1-LED-1P-V104
   5. FEMTO USB DRIVE PAIR WHITE
      1-LED-1P-V108
   6. FEMTO USB DRIVE PAIR BLUE
      1-LED-1P-V110
   7. FEMTO USB DRIVE PAIR RED
      1-LED-1P-V111
   8. KTV DRIVE PAIR BLACK
      1-LED-1P-V404
   9. KTV DRIVE PAIR WHITE
      1-LED-1P-V407
   10. KTV DRIVE PAIR BLUE
       1-LED-1P-V410
   11. KTV DRIVE PAIR RED
       1-LED-1P-V411
   12. KTV DRIVE / FEMTO USB PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V504
   13. KTV DRIVE / FEMTO USB PAIR WHITE
       1-LED-1P-V507
   14. KTV DRIVE / FEMTO USB PAIR BLUE
       1-LED-1P-V510
   15. KTV DRIVE / FEMTO USB PAIR RED
       1-LED-1P-V511
   16. KTV DRIVE / KTV PRO SMART PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V604
   17. MICRO DRIVe/SIgH/ KTV PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V904
   18. MICRO DRIVe/SIgH/ KTV PRO PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V907
   19. MICRO DRIVe/SIgH/ STRIP PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V908
   20. LITE DRIVE 1000XL / STRIP SMART PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V1004
   21. CONNECT SMART 1000XL / BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V105
   22. CLASSIC DRIVE XL / KTV PRO PAIR MATTE BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V117
   23. CLASSIC DRIVE XL / STRIP SMART PAIR MATTE BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V217
   24. MICRO PRO 1800XL / STRIP SMART PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V304
   25. CONNECT SMART DRIVE PRO 1000XL / BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V305
   26. LITE STRIP DRIVE PAIR BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V306
   27. CONNECT SMART 1000XL / BLACK
       1-LED-1P-V307
   28. LED REPLACEMENT STRAPS
      1. FEMTO USB STRAP BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V100
      2. FEMTO/ZECTO/KTV STRAP BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V200
      3. HECTO REAR /MICRO REAR STRAP BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V300
      4. STRIP DRIVE STRAP (FRONT+REAR) BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V400
      5. HECTO/MICRO/MICRO PRO/ LITE/CLASSIC/CLASSICXL STRAP BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V500
      6. Y13 MACRO/EGA ALSO FITS OLDER SUPER/DECA BLACK/RED
         1-LED-RP-STR-V600

LED HANDLES
1. LED BAR MOUNT
   25.4mm + 31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-403-V104
   25.4mm : 1-LED-HEC-403-V1
   31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-403-V2

2. LED END PLUGS
   1. HECTO/MICRO/MINI DRIVE
      1-LED-HEC-503-V104
   2. STRIP DRIVE (FRONT)
      ALSO FITS Y12 STRIP DRIVE (FRONT+REAR)
      1-LED-HEC-503-V1
   3. KTV DRIVE (FRONT+REAR)
      1-LED-HEC-503-V204
   4. FEMTO USB (FRONT)
      1-LED-HEC-503-V304
   5. FEMTO USB (REAR)
      1-LED-HEC-503-V404

3. ALUMINUM LED HANDLE BAR MOUNT
   25.4mm + 31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-603-V104
   25.4mm : 1-LED-HEC-603-V1
   31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-603-V2

4. LED END PLUGS
   4. LED HANDLE BAR MOUNT
      25.4mm + 31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-703-V104
      25.4mm : 1-LED-HEC-703-V1
      31.8mm: 1-LED-HEC-703-V2

5. GOPRO LED ADAPTER
   1-LED-GPAD-V104

6. LED REPLACEMENT STRAPS
   1. FEMTO USB STRAP BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V100
   2. FEMTO/ZECTO/KTV STRAP BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V200
   3. HECTO REAR /MICRO REAR STRAP BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V300
   4. STRIP DRIVE STRAP (FRONT+REAR) BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V400
   5. HECTO/MICRO/MICRO PRO/ LITE/CLASSIC/CLASSICXL STRAP BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V500
   6. Y13 MACRO/EGA ALSO FITS OLDER SUPER/DECA BLACK/RED
      1-LED-RP-STR-V600

7. LED REMOTE SWITCH
   • External battery for compatible LED lights.
   • Toggle modes while keeping hands on the bars.
   1-LED-RB-V104

8. LED BAR MOUNT ADAPTER
   1-LED-HBMA-V104

9. CR2032 BATTERIES
   2-PACK  1-LED-2032-V104
   8-PACK  1-LED-2032-V1

10. MICRO USB CABLE
    1-LED-USB-V204
E-BIKE LEDS

Our collection of e-bike lights feature the quality, technology and style one would expect of a Lezyne LED product. No matter the type of e-bike, or style of rider, there is an option that’s sure to enhance the bike and the rider’s visibility.

MACRO DRIVE 1000
1,000 Lumen
- CNC machined aluminum body with cooling fins.
- Includes Direct X-Lock and aluminum CNC fork mount.
- Enhanced Maximum Optical Reflection (MOR) lens.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 9.75w.
- 140cm power cable included.
1-LED-MACR-V104S

MICRO DRIVE 500
500 Lumen
- CNC machined aluminum body
- Includes Direct X-Lock and aluminum CNC fork mount.
- Enhanced Maximum Optical Reflection (MOR) lens.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 6w.
- 140cm power cable included.
1-LED-MICR-V104A

POWER HB STVZO E550
- 290 Lumen low beam / 550 lumen high beam
- StVZO optimized lens.
- CNC machined aluminum body with cooling fins.
- Integrated Remote Switch
- Integrated USB accessories charging port.
- E-bike Direct X-Lock stem mount and CNC machined fork mount included.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 9w.
- 130cm power cable included.
1-LED-PWRHBST-V304

POWER STVZO PRO E115
310 Lumen / 115 Lux
- StVZO optimized lens.
- CNC machined aluminum body.
- E-bike Direct X-Lock stem mount and CNC machined fork mount included.
- Computer controlled thermal management.
- Auto Day/Night feature improves battery runtime.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 6w.
- 130cm power cable included.
1-LED-PWRSTZP-V204A

HECTO STVZO E65
210 Lumen / 65 Lux
- StVZO optimized lens.
- CNC machined aluminum body.
- E-bike Direct X-Lock stem mount and CNC machined fork mount included.
- Computer controlled thermal management.
- Auto Day/Night feature improves battery runtime.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 4w.
- 130cm power cable included.
1-LED-HCTST-V204A

POWER HB STVZO E450
- 290 Lumen low beam / 450 lumen high beam
- StVZO optimized lens.
- CNC machined aluminum body with cooling fins.
- Integrated Remote Switch
- Integrated USB accessories charging port.
- E-bike Direct X-Lock stem mount and CNC machined fork mount included.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 9w.
- 130cm power cable included.
1-LED-PWRHBST-V304

MINI STVZO E65
210 Lumen / 65 Lux
- StVZO optimized lens.
- Composite Matrix body
- Integrated machined aluminum top plate with cooling fins.
- Composite Matrix fork mount with smooth wire integration.
- E-bike compatible 6 – 12v input, 4w.
- 130cm power cable included.
1-LED-MNIST-V104C

Our collection of e-bike lights feature the quality, technology and style one would expect of a Lezyne LED product. No matter the type of e-bike, or style of rider, there is an option that’s sure to enhance the bike and the rider’s visibility.
E-BIKE LED LIGHTS

• 130cm power cable included.
• Stainless Allen key hardware included.
• IPX7 water resistant.
• Composite matrix fender mounting system.
• E-bike compatible 6v input, 0.6w / 12v input, 1.2w.
• StVZO optimized lens with wide light spread.

FENDER REAR STVZO
• Two high output LEDs provide 12 lumens.
• StVZO optimized lens with wide light spread.
• E-bike compatible fix input, 0.4w / 12v input, 0.8w.
• Composite matrix fender mounting system.
• IPX7 water resistant.
• Stainless Allen key hardware included.
• 130cm power cable included.
• 50 and 80mm mount spacing.

Z-MARK SUPER BRIGHT
• Two high output LEDs provide 12 lumens.
• StVZO optimized lens with wide light spread.
• E-bike compatible fix input, 0.4w / 12v input, 0.8w.
• Composite matrix fender mounting system.
• IPX7 water resistant.
• Stainless Allen key hardware included.
• 130cm power cable included.

POWER HB STVZO 500
StVZO Kit includes Remote Switch, Direct Knob System
• 500 lumen high beam / 290 lumen low beam.
• CNC machined aluminum body with cooling fins.
• StVZO optimized lens.
• Dual lens with twin beams.
• Remote Switch compatible.

StVZO LEDs
StVZO LEDs are bike lights that comply with the safety standards developed by the German government. These lights feature a special lens that provides a floodlight that’s leveled off so as not to intrude with oncoming traffic.

POWER STVZO PRO 115+
290 Lumen / 115 Lux
LOADED KIT Includes: Remote Switch
• StVZO optimized lens with high output LED.
• CNC machined aluminum body.
• Rechargeable double cell Li-Ion battery with charge indicator.
• Three power modes: 290 lumen Blast, 180 lumen Enduro, 80 lumen Economy.

LITE DRIVE STVZO PRO 115
290 Lumen / 115 Lux
LOADED KIT Includes: Remote Switch
• StVZO optimized lens with high output LED.
• CNC machined aluminum body.
• Rechargeable Li-Ion battery with charge indicator.
• Three power modes: 290 lumen Blast, 180 lumen Enduro, 80 lumen Economy. Remote Switch compatible.

LOADED KIT Includes: Remote Switch

ECONOMY

BLAST

ENDURO

Blacks: 1 1-02-5-STVZO-430, Silver: 1 1-02-5-STVZO-436
Loaded Kit: 1 1-02-5-STVZO-440
Reverse Loaded Kit: 1 1-02-5-STVZO-863 (flip upside down)
LED LIGHTS - STVZO

HECTO STVZO PRO 65
200 Lumen / 65 Lux
- STVZO optimization with single LED.
- CNC machined aluminum body.
- Li-Ion battery with charge indicator.
- Three output modes.

HECTO STVZO 40
140 Lumen / 40 Lux
- STVZO optimization with single LED.
- CNC machined aluminum body.
- Li-Poly battery with charge indicator.
- Two output modes.

HECTO STVZO 40
Loaded Kit: 1-LED-9-STVZO-V411 (includes Remote Switch)

HECTO STVZO PRO 65
Y13 Hecto StVZO 40
Y13 Lite StVZO Pro 115
Y13 Power StVZO Pro 115+

STRIP STVZO
- STVZO optimized lens with five LEDs.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Three output modes: Max. 36 lumens.
- Micro-USB rechargeable.

STVZO
- Micro-USB rechargeable.
- Three output modes: Max. 36 lumens.
- Li-Poly battery with charge indicator.
- CNC machined aluminum body.

KTV STVZO
- STVZO optimized lens with two LEDs.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- IPX7 water resistant, co-molded body.
- Aron and round post compatible.
- 11 lumens Blast Mode.
- Integrated USB stick for cable-free recharging.

FEMTO USB STVZO DRIVE (REAR)
23g
- Durable, lightweight co-molded body.
- Single LED produces up to 5 lumens.
- Wide Angle Optics: 270° of visibility.
- Versatile strap mount.

Developed in cooperation with the bicycle association and various leading manufacturers, this bicycle light range is a perfect example of the cutting-edge technology for bicycle lights. The lights are equipped with LED technology, providing better brightness and energy efficiency. The STVZO lens technology ensures a wider angle of visibility, making it safer for cyclists. The lights are designed to be durable and lightweight, with options for different budgets and needs. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced cyclist, these lights are a great addition to your gear.